* SHOWN WITH 25' RUNWAYS.

** POWER UNIT LOCATION PER CUSTOMER'S SPECIFICATION. SHOWN ABOVE IN STANDARD LOCATION.
MODEL TR-75
25' TRACK
4-Foot Track Lift
Capacity: 75,000 lbs

NOTES:
1. Some option combinations are not available.
2. Some option may invalidate ANSI/AI Al Certification of lift.

MOHAWK RESOURCES LTD.
P.O. BOX 110
65 VROOMAN AVENUE
AMSTERDAM, NY 12010
PHONE: (800) 333-2006
FAX: (518) 842-1431

NOTICE OF CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION
1. This is an official Mohawk Resources, Inc. drawing.
2. The information contained herein is proprietary and confidential.
3. Unauthorized reproduction or disclosure is prohibited.
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